
 

My intention is to run it in conjunction with all of my lovely lady friends over at The Documented Life 

Project and Shanna at Illustrated Faith/The Bible Journaling Community and here is one of the 

most IMPORTANT PARTS...We are working on our separate creative journeys TOGETHER.  Our 

relationships, our dreams, goals and intentions are very authentic and transparent.  We are working 
together for the good. 

yep. 

We are not competing against each other, we are complimenting each other.  I honestly believe we are 

all being used as examples for good. Examples of how we can highlight, promote, inspire and 
encourage each other. 

To read previous posts about Documented Faith 2015 and basic set-up of the journal go here. 

OKAY, so here is what is next: 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION IN REGARDS TO EMAILS - It seems that 99% of you are getting 

emails but 1% are not.  I do not know why or where they are going so I have decided to create a 

Documented Faith site (you are here) where you can come and get all of the information once a week 
and on the first of each month. 

 I will be posting a monthly focus word on this site (as well as the Homegrown Blog) 

 I will be posting a weekly verse based on the monthly word to prompt you.   

 I will be blogging once a week so that you can see what I am doing and what I am using.  

 I will be using a 2015 Moleskin Calendar but it is not necessary, totally optional. Use what you 

have and do it as you wish. 

 If you want to choose a "word" for the year, that is great but do not feel like you have 

to.  Totally up to you. 

 I will not be altering the cover of my Moleskin.  If you want to, awesome! If you do not want 

to, awesome.  Totally up to you. 

 Please please please keep the FB group kind and considerate.  I will be asking a few to 

moderate the group because I will not always be able to online.  If you feel that there are 

situations that need attention, please email me at homegrown1@att.net  

 The FB group is there to share, encourage and inspire each other.  Any comments that are 

negative and/or derogirory will be removed.   

http://www.arttothe5th.com/
http://www.arttothe5th.com/
http://www.illustratedfaith.com/
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/homegrown_hospitality/welcome-to-documented-faith-2015.html
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/df/www.homegrownhospitality.typepad.com
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201bb07a66485970d-popup


 I have already removed a few "members" that are spam/computer generated.  If you find 

something, please either report it or remove it (or let me know) 

Here is a look at some of my pages from the 2014 Documented Life Project Planner.  Most of my 2015 

planner will look very similar because I have learned to love the randomness of it.  It taught me to use 

what I have and to NOT make everything look perfect. The important thing is to get it down on the 
page. 

What did I write on the pages??? 

 Bible verses 

 Quotes 

 special moments 

 random silly things 

 huge important life changing moments 

 reminders to myself 

 little daily checklists 

NOTE - My planner was not and is not my day-to-day go to calendar.  If you want yours to be that, 

great!  I have another calendar that I use for work/deadlines/grocery lists/ regular life junk. My 

Documneted Faith Project planner is something that I grab at the beginning of everyday and 
something that I use to record everyday life which includes the good, the bad and the ugly. 

Does that make sense? 

 

http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b8d0b236c6970c-pi


http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a14f970b-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a153970b-pi


 
 

Please NEVER ever feel like what I do is what you have to do.  I am sharing with you in order to 
inspire and encourage you.  I want what I share to ignite an idea for you. 

 I LOVE and use A LOT of Washi Tape. That does not mean you need or should go out and 

throw down a bunch of money on Washi Tape. Use what you have.

 

 I use Prismacolor Markers on the pages of the Moleskin. YES, it does bleed and no there is no 

way to prevent it from bleeding.  I suppose that if you put a layer of Gesso on the page than 

it will prevent bleeding, but I don't do that.  If you hate the fact that your markers will bleed 

http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a14f970b-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a14f970b-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a156970b-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a2eb970b-pi


through than DON'T USE MARKERS ON THE PAGES. Use markers on your tip-

ins.  

 I use a ton of little photos throughout my journal and I do not have a special printer to get 

them that small (although I REALLY want an Instaxx Instant Camera) I simply print my photos on my regular 

ol' HP printer.  I print out pictures using the "index" size and adhere them to my pages 

using, yep, Washi Tape.

 

http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201bb07ccfc5f970d-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a1fb970b-pi


 

Here is a look at what I have been doing the past few days in preparation for this blog post and again, to inspire you.  IF 

you are using a Moleskin Journal like the one I am using then you will notice LOTS of random 
information pages in the beginning of the journal: 

 There is a page to hold your personal data - Use your discretion on this one people.  You do 

not want to put down your vital information and then have to subscribe to Lifelock because 

your identity was stolen from the pages of your Documented Faith Journal. Here is what I 

did last year and what I will probably do again this year:

 

http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201bb07ccfc7f970d-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201bb07ccfd81970d-pi


 There are a few pages of 2015/2016 calendars to glance at. - We are just putting 2014 to rest 

so do not overwhelm yourself with the next two years.  It is a good tool to have but let's do 

this one day at a time. 

 The following 4-5 pages are a glance at each month, one week at a time.  I kinda like these 

pages and decided to use a bunch of letter stickers to spell out the "Monthly Word" at the 

top of each month. I am going to give you the list of words as well so that you know what is 

coming,  THIS DOES NOT MEAN YOU HAVE TO DO THIS.  If you want to do this, than go 

for it. If you do not have 10,000 misc. letter stickers like I do (I am not a hoarder) to spell 

out each word, use letter stamps or heck, use a pen and write them out.

 
 

 

 

http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a45d970b-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a45d970b-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201b7c728a45d970b-pi
http://homegrownhospitality.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834518f7769e201bb07cd8719970d-pi


Monthly Words 

January - Truth    

February - Believe    

March - Love    

April - Hope    

May - Courage    

June - Strength    

July - Authenticity    

August - Faith    

September - Practice    

October - Trust     

November - Encourage    

December – Imagine 

 

 The rest of the pages consist of Holidays & Events, 2016 month/weeks, travel journal, world 

map, etc.  Don't worry about those right now UNLESS you want to. 

Questions? Post them in the comments section here on this post and I will answer them as fast as I 
can. 

That is it for now!   

I am so glad that you are here and I am looking forward to our journey together. 


